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A new proof of the well-known assertion that the square of 
Hamiltonian is given in the present paper. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
any block is 
In [ 1,2] Fleischner proved that the square of any block with at least 
three vertices includes a Hamiltonian circuit. Using this result, further 
Hamiltonian properties of the square of blocks were proved in [4] : the 
square of any block is Hamiltonian connected and 1-Hamiltonian. 
A proof of the theorem, from which three abovementioned assertions 
immediately follow, is given in the present paper. The proof is simulta- 
neously much shorter than the original one by Fleischner. 
We will use the common terminology and the following notions: Let G 
be a graph, x a vertex of G, p a path in G*, and e = (u, u > and edge of p. 
If e E E(G*) - E(G) and there exist edges {x, u> and (x, u} in G, then it will 
be said that the edge e and the path p use the vertex x. It will also be said 
that p is an x-Hamiltonian path in G* if p includes all vertices of G except 
the vertex x and both its end-vertices are adjacent to x in G. Let C be a 
circuit of G. A vertex of C will be called C-bound if all its neighbours are 
among the vertices of the circuit C. 
LEMMA. Let G be a block with at least three vertices and (x, y > be an 
edge of G. Then there exists a circuit C containing the edge (x, y > and a 
C-bound vertex different from x. 
Proof. Let C1 = x1, . . . . x,, x1 be a circuit of G. Suppose x = x1, y = x,. 
If C, contains a Cl-bound vertex different from x the Lemma holds. 
Otherwise let G1 be a component of the graph G - V( C,) with a minimal 
number of vertices. Let xi, xj, i< j, be any vertices of C1 having the follow- 
ing properties: both vertices xi and xj are adjacent to vertices of G1 in G 
and no vertex xk, i < k < j, is adjacent to a vertex of G1 in G. Such vertices 
xi and Xj necessarily exist. Let yl, . . . . y, be a path in G1 the end-vertices y1 
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and yI of which are adjacent to the vertices Xi and xj in G, respectively. 
Then C2 = x,, . . . . Xi, yl, . . . . yr, xi, . . . . x,, x1 is a circuit in G containing the 
edge (x, y } and every component of the graph G - V(C,) is either vertex- 
disjoint with G1 or is a subgraph of Gi. If no component is a subgraph of 
Gi then all vertices yl, . . . . y, are C,-bound. If there is a component which 
is a subgraph of G1 then the number of its vertices is smaller then the 
number of the vertices of G1. After a finite number of steps, say t, a circuit 
C, containing an edge (x, y} and a C,-bound vertex different from x is 
necessarily obtained. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a block with at least three vertices. If x is any 
vertex of G then there exists an x-Hamiltonian path in G2. 
Proof Use an induction on the number of the vertices. 
Let C=xi, . . ..x., x1 be any circuit containing the vertex x and a 
C-bound vertex different from the vertex x. Suppose x = x,. If C is a 
Hamiltonian circuit the theorem holds. Otherwise let Ti be any component 
of G - V(C), let yi be a new vertex, not belonging to G, and form a new 
graph Gi by connecting yi with all vertices of Ti which are adjacent to at 
least one vertex of C in G. The graphs Gi are blocks having fewer vertices 
than G. According to the induction there exists a yi-Hamiltonian path Pi 
in every Gf (if Gi is an edge then Pi is a vertex). In every Pi let us omit 
all edges which use the vertex yi. We obtain a system of paths in G2, the 
end-vertices of which are adjacent to the vertices of C in G. Two end-vertices 
of any two different paths will be connected with an edge of G2 if these 
vertices are adjacent to the same vertex of C in G. Let us continue such 
procedure as far as possible. We obtain a system of paths in G2, called the 
basic paths, having the following properties: 
(1) They contain all vertices of G except the vertices of C. 
(2) Their end-vertices are adjacent to the vertices of C in G. 
(3) For every vertex of C there exists at most one basic path one or 
both end-vertices of which are adjacent to that vertex of C in G. 
Consider any basic path. If there is a vertex of C which is adjacent to 
both end-vertices of the basic path it will be called a double vertex and the 
basic path will be associated with it. If no such vertex exists let us choose 
any two vertices of C which are adjacent to the two different end-vertices 
of the basic path. These vertices will be called single and it will be said that 
they are associated with each other and the basic path will be associated 
with them too. Only one double vertex or only one pair of single vertices 
will correspond, in this way, to each basic path. It follows from property 
(3) that both single and double vertices determined by the different basic 
paths are also different. The number of single vertices is obviously even. 
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If xi and xj are vertices of C, it will be said that xi is less than xj (and 
it will be written xi < xi) if and only if i < j (it will be simultaneously said 
that Xj is greater than xi). Let US suppose Xi < Xj. Then (Xi, xi) = (xi, xi) 
and [Xi, xi] = [xi, xi] will denote the sets (xi+ 1, . . . . Xj-1) and (xi, . . . . xj>, 
respectively. (If i = j then (Xi, Xj) = (xi, xi) = @ and [xi, xi] = [xj, xi] = 
{xi>*> 
Now let us construct a sequence of all single vertices. If there is no single 
vertex the sequence will be empty. Otherwise the lirst vertex xi, of the 
sequence will be the smallest single vertex. It will be said that all single 
vertices different from Xi, (their number is odd) form an interval of odd 
length determined by the sequence xi,. 
Let us suppose that we have constructed a sequence xii, . . . . xi, of single 
vertices where k is odd and all vertices associated with the vertices of 
xi, 9 **-7 xik- 1 belong to this set. For each jE (1,2, . . . . k}, the jth interval 
determined by the sequence xii, . . . . xi, is the subsequence of single vertices 
in the part of C strictly between x4 and xi/+, , where xik+ I = Xi,. The length 
of interval will be the number of vertices in it. It is obvious from the defini- 
tion of intervals that all the vertices of one of the intervals are less or 
greater than all the vertices of the other. Constructively suppose that only 
one interval is of odd length and the vertices of it are less than the vertices 
of any other interval. 
Let X&+1 be a vertex associated with Xg. Let us suppose that Xik+, falls 
into the interval Z= (Xj,, . . . . xj,}, Xjl < ..a < Xj,, determined by the sequence 
xi,, ***, Xg. Let Xik+, = xjl. The following possibilities will be distinguished: 
(1) 122. If r= 1 then xik+2=Xjz, if r=Z then Xik+2=Xj,-l. If r# 1, 
1 then Xj, divides Z into two subintervals II = { xj,, . . . . Xjr-, ) and 
r2 = (')ijr+19 **-9 xjk>* 
(a) 1 is odd. Then either both I, and Z2 are of even length and 
xik+2= xjr-19 or are of odd length and Xik+2 = xj,,, . 
(b) I is even. Then either I, is of even length and I2 is of odd 
length or I, is of odd length and Z2 is of even length and xik+2 = Xj*+, or 
Xik+2 = Xjr-,, respectively. 
It will be said in case (1) that xik+ I is a vertex of the first type and Xik+* 
is its successor. 
(2) I = 1. Then either all single vertices are already among 
xi, Y -**7 xik+ 1 and the construction stops or xik+2 is the smallest single vertex 
not belonging to the sequence xi,, . . . . xi,, xik+,. It will be said in case (2) 
that xik+, is a vertex of the second type. 
From the choice of vertices Xik+l and xik+z in both case (1) and case (2) 
it is apparent that the sequence xi,, . . . . xik+2 preserves all assumptions given 
on the sequence xii, . . . . Xi, and so does the sequence xii. Further, the 
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construction of the sequence stops only in the case that all the single 
vertices are in the sequence. A sequence of all the single vertices constructed 
in such a way will be called a basic sequence. 
Let xi,, . . . . xi, be a non-empty basic sequence. From its construction the 
following is obvious: 
(1) If xiS is of the second type and xiS #xi, then xiJ <xi,+,. xii is 
always of the second type. Let us define xi,+, = x,. Then either xi! < xi,+, if 
Xit+Xn7 
or Xjl=Xi,+, if Xil=X,. 
(2) If both xiS and Xii are different vertices both of the first or both 
of the second type then the sets [Xi,, xi,,,] and [xi,, xi,,,] are disjoint. 
(3) For every vertex Xir, of the first type and for every vertex xiS of the 
second type there is either [xi,, xi,+,] E [xiS, xg+,] or [xi,, xi,+,] n 
[xi,, Xi,,,] = @. It will be said that xi,, depends on xiS in the first case or 
XiP does not depend on XiS in the second case. 
(4) If xi~ is of the first type, then (xi,, xi,+,) does not include any 
single vertex. 
Let p = Xi,, . . . . Xi,, 4 = Xi,, . . . . Xj, be sequences of any vertices of G. Then 
P -’ will be the sequence Xik’ . . . . xi, and (p), (q) will be the sequence 
xj, 7 **-9 xik7 xjl 7 ***7 xi, (if xi, = xjl then one of the vertices Xg and xjl will be 
omitted). 
The following notions will be used. For each i = 1, . . . . n, wi will be either 
a basic path associated with a double vertex xi or an empty sequence. Let 
xi and xi, xi < xj, be any vertices of C. Then the sequences of vertices of 
the forms xi, (wi+l), xi+27 (wi+3), .-, Xi+2k-22, (Wi+2k-l), xi+2k, where 
.i-l<i+2Wi, and xi+l, (wi+z), xi+39 (wi+4),--, xi+2/-1, (wi+21), 
xi+2/+1, where j - 1 < i + 21+ 1 < j, will be called dual (xi, xi)-paths (if 
j = i + 1 then the dual (xi, xj)-paths contain one vertex, xi and x1, respec- 
tively). If q1 and q2 are dual (Xi, xj)-paths then the sequences arising from 
omitting the vertex xi from the sequences (q; ’ ), ( q2), and (q; ‘), (ql), will 
be called dual (xi, xi, xi)-paths. 
The dual (Xi, xi)-paths and the dual (Xi, xi, x,)-paths are obviously paths 
in G2. 
Let Xi,, . . . . Xii be a non-empty basic sequence. For every single vertex x5 
let us define a sequence pi of vertices of G2 in such a way. 
(1) x5 is of the second type. Let Mj = { xk,, . . . . xkz,}, xk,, < . . . < xk, 
be the set of all vertices of the first type depending on xii and of their suc- 
cessors (for each p = 1, . . . . s one of the vertices xkZp-, and xk2, is of the first 
type and the other its successor). Let q. = xkl, (wk, + 1), xkl + 1, . . . . (wi,+, ~ 1), 
Xi/+,-l, (W$+,)r xi/+, and suppose we have constructed a sequence q”- 1, 
0 < v < s, the initial vertex of which is xk2,_, . Let rv be one of the 
dua1 cxk,, 7 xkzo-, )-paths the terminal vertex of which is xkzv-, . Then 
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40 = hlL k”), GA- l), where either s,=x~~~+~, (wk2.+,+A xkZo+l+l, . . . . 
cwkzu- 1 1, Xk2v- 1) Xk2v or so = xk2,+l? bkzu + 1 ), xk2, + 1, . . . . bkzu- lh XkZv- 1 if 
either Y, begins or does not begin with the vertex xkzv, respectively (we 
define xk,, + , = xi/). Let Xi, be the greatest single vertex less than x4 (such a 
vertex must exist because xi, # TV) and let tj be one of the dual (xi,, Xi,, xi,)- 
paths the terminal vertex of which is xi/. Then pj = (tj), (qs). 
(2) x5 is of the first type. Let x$+1 be a successor of x5. Let us sup- 
pose xi/ < xi/+, (if xi + 1 < x5 then pi will be constructed in an analogous 
way). If xi/ depends on a vertex Xi, of the second type, let qj be that of the 
dual (xi,, x$+,)-paths which was not used in the construction of pk. Then 
Pj = 4j* 
If xi/ does not depend on any vertex of the second type, let Xi, be the 
greatest single vertex less than xi/ (it exists because Xi, # xi,) and let rv be 
one of the dual (xi,, Z$, x$)-paths the terminal vertex of which is xi,. Then 
Pj=(Y,), twi,+l), xiJ+19***9 twi,+l-l), x$+,-l,xi,+l. 
(3) 
odd) 
If x!, is neither of the first type nor of the second type (i.e., j is 
then pj is the basic path associated with the vertices xir and xi/+, . 
Now, if the basic sequence is non-empty, then (w,), x2, (w,), . . . . Xi, _ 1, 
(Wil-l), XilT(pl) ,..., (p,) provides x#x~, or (pl) ,..., (p,) provides x=x~, 
are x-Hamiltonian paths in G2. 
Let us suppose the basic sequence is empty (i.e., no vertex of C is single). 
Let xi be a C-bound vertex different from xl. Then (w,), x2, (w,), . . . . 
xi- 1, (wi- 1), xi, (Wi+ 1), xi+ 1, . . . . (w,), X, is an x-Hamiltonian path in G2. 
The used proof method is very similar to the method used in [S] where 
Fleischner’s theorem is extended to infinite graphs. 
The next assertions follow immediately from the previous theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. If G is a block with at least three vertices then G2 is 
Hamiltonian. 
COROLLARY 2. If G is a block with at least four vertices then G2 is 
1- Hamiltonian. 
COROLLARY 3. If G is a block then G2 is Hamiltonian connected. 
Prooj For each pair of different vertices u and v of G let us define a 
graph G,, by adding and connecting a new vertex x with the vertices u and 
v. The assertion will be obtained from the application of the theorem 
to G,,. 
Let {x, v> be an edge and C= xl, . . . . x,, xl, x = xl, y =x,, be a circuit 
in a block G. Suppose k is the smallest index and 1 is the greatest index 
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such that both vertices xk and x1 have the degree at least three in G. In the 
same way as in the Lemma a circuit C’ = x1, . . . . xk, yi , . . . . y,,, x1, . . . . x,, x1 
containing the edge {x, y} and a C’-bound vertex yi can be constructed. 
Choosing such a vertex yi in the last step of the construction described 
above we obtain an x-Hamiltonian path in G2 containing the edges 
1 XI, x/+ 11, “., {L 13 x,) and, if k > 1, the edges (x2, x3 ), . . . . {xkP i , x,., 
and an edge adjacent to xk in G different from { xk _ 1, xk). One end-vertex 
of such a path is obviously the vertex y. 
Now the following theorem [3] by Fleischner can be easily reproved. 
THEOREM. Let G be a block with at least three vertices. If (x, y > 
is an edge and z is a vertex different from x in G then there exists an 
x-Hamiltonian path in G2 containing an edge of G adjacent to the vertex z. 
In case y and z are different vertices and x and y are not the only neighbours 
of the vertex z then one end-vertex of such a path is the vertex y. 
ProoJ: Use an induction on the number of the vertices. 
If y and z are different vertices the following two cases can be 
distinguished. 
(1) There is a circuit C in G containing the edge {x, y } and a 
C-bound vertex different from the vertex x and not containing the vertex z. 
Let T be a component of the graph G - V(C) containing the vertex z. If T 
has at least two vertices then using the induction and the construction from 
the Main Theorem an x-Hamiltonian path in G2 fulfilling the assertion can 
be obtained. 
If T has the only vertex z let w be a vertex of C adjacent to the vertex 
z and different from the vertices x and y. If the only neighbours of the 
vertex z are the vertices x and y we put w = y. Then G-z is a block and 
using previous or the induction there exists an x-Hamiltonian path in 
(G - z)’ containing, if w # y, an edge of G adjacent to the vertex w and 
having the vertex y as its end-vertex (if the vertices x and y are the only 
neighbours of the vertex w in G - z then y is a C-bound vertex and has the 
degree two in G). Such a path can be easily extended to an x-Hamiltonian 
path in G2 containing an edge of G adjacent to the vertex z and having the 
vertex y as its end-vertex in case the vertices x and y are not the only 
neighbours of the vertex z. 
(2) Every circuit C containing the edge {x, y} contains also the 
vertex z or all the vertices of C different from the vertex x are not C-bound. 
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that the first situation occurs. 
For, let C be a circuit containing the edge (x, y} and not containing the 
vertex z and not containing a C-bound vertex different from the vertex x. 
Then the graph G - V(C) has one component and all the vertices of the 
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circuit C different from the vertex x are adjacent to at least one of its 
vertices. If an edge of C different from the edge (x, v> is removed, a block 
is obtained again. Repeating such a procedure we obtain a block after a 
finite number of steps where either every circuit contains both the edge 
(x, y > and the vertex z or case ( 1) occurs. 
Now we assume that every circuit in G contains both the edge (x, y} 
and the vertex z. If the vertex z and the edge (x, u> are removed a graph 
having two components, say T, and T2, is obtained. Let us suppose the 
vertex y is in T, and form a graph G1 from the induced graph 
( V( T,) u {x, z} )c by adding the edge {x, z} if it does not exist. G1 is a 
block and the vertex x has the degree two in Gi. Hence in G:, there exists 
an x-Hamiltonian path containing an edge of G adjacent to the vertex z. 
The end-vertices of such a path are both the vertices y and z. If the compo- 
nent T2 has just the vertex x then G1 = G and the theorem holds. Otherwise 
let us form a graph G2 from the induced graph ( V( T2) u {z > )G by adding 
a new vertex u and new edges {u, x ) and ( ZJ, z >. G, is a block and in 
Gi there exists a v-Hamiltonian path containing an edge of G adjacent 
to the vertex x. The end-vertices of such a path are both the vertices x 
and z. Now in G2 an x-Hamiltonian path fulfilling the theorem can be 
constructed. 
If y = z let u be a neighbour of the vertex x different from y. Considering 
the edge {x, U} instead of the edge (x, JJ} and following cases (1) and (2) 
an x-Hamiltonian path containing an edge of G adjacent to the vertex z 
can be obtained. 
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